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Ball looks like these examples.

Canteen looks like these examples.

Ball is generated by this rule.

Canteen is generated by these rules.

Dog looks like these examples. Dog is generated by these rules.
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Rule-based> Concepts can be described Similarity-based
either directly by similar ex-
amples or indirectly by a set 
of related rules. Here, we 
demonstrate this intuition 
through the concepts of ball, 
canteen, and dog.

Concept Representation and Generalization

Main Results

> An illustration of similarity- 
and rule-based generaliza-
tion.  The former is similar to
word learning (Xu & Tenen-
baum, 2007; Jiang et al.,
2023):  Given very few exam-
ples of known concept dax,
tell which is most likely to be
dax in unseen examples.
The latter is akin to concept
learning (Salakhutdinov et
al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2019a): Given a rule tufa
over two known concepts,
tell how tufa generates the
examples of unknown con-
cepts.

Solution: We disassemble the problem into two on the basis of Marr's representational level and 
computational level, respectively: 
(i) How does the complexity change when a visual concept is mapped to the representation space?
(ii) How does the complexity of representation a�ect the shift between rule- and similarity-based generaliza-
tion?

Method: We analyze the complexity of concept generalization in Marr's representational and computational 
level respectively, with the rational analysis of Representativeness of Attribute (RoA).

Result: (i) Representation: the subjective complexity significantly falls in an inverted-U relation with the incre-
ment of visual complexity. 
(ii) Computation: rule-based generalization is significantly positively correlated with the subjective complexity
of the representation, while the trend is the opposite for similarity-based generalization.

Significance: We provide first pieces of evidence that people may name natural visual concepts in a rational 
fashion according to the representativeness of attributes.

> As concept visual complexity
increases, concept subjective 
complexity first increases, then 
decreases—and the computa-
tion mode shifts from similarity 
to rules as subjective complexi-
ty increases.
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A landscape of similarity- and rule-based generalization over concepts with relatively 
high and low subjective complexity, considering both concept complexities and concept 
hierarchy.  Bidirectional arrows denote the similarity judgment between concepts, 
wherein concepts linked by solid lines are more similar than those linked by dashed 
lines. Arrows denote rules over concepts. Rule-based generalization in basic-level gener-
alizes given rules to unknown rules. Similarity shifts to rules when the sample hierarchy 
goes from superordinate-level to subordinate-level (e.g., from "block" to "blue cylinder", 
from "cat" to "angora cat"). Rules shift to similarity as the sample hierarchy goes from 
subordinate-level to superordinate-level (e.g., from "car on the road" to "car", from "dal-
matian" to "spot"). We also note a confusing similarity judgment between blue cylinder, 
blue cube, and green cylinder.
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Problem: When the problem space scales up (e.g., using data collected from the natural world), is there a 
unified concept representation that combines the two established modes (i.e., rule- and similarity-based)?If 
it does, how does the generalization shift between the two modes w.r.t. the complexity of concepts?

We rewrite the category prediction considering the attribute as 
a latent variable:

We formally de�ne the RoA as:

The generalization function is given by: 




